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+18567790507 - http://stonedragonnj.com/

A complete menu of Stone Dragon from Maple Shade covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Stone Dragon:
That was delicious. Customer service was great. Don't wait long. I ordered shrimps with broccoli white rice.

Shrimps, shrimps fried rice and crabs Rangoon. They sell disposable mask for adults and children. What I was
so happy because we ran out and I needed more! So I could get great food and keep it on the mask! The only
thing I want to see is the crab Rangoon. I like my crispy, so next time I ask her if they could... read more. What

User doesn't like about Stone Dragon:
If I were to give a zero. The chicken stall had no taste. The ice burg salad was so wet that I had to dry it with a
paper cloth. The dressing was a thousand island and you could see the pieces of Mayo, they accused me 1.95
for duck sauce that they did not do, the house soup was fine, but the celery in it was bad... you could see the

brown in the veins. Terrible food. Little portions. Terrible. read more. In Stone Dragon from Maple Shade, you can
enjoy versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine that's traditionally prepared in a wok, There are also some international

meals to choose from on the menu. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Stone Dragon.
Anyone who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary should approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian

dishes.
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Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Sid� Order�
STEAMED VEGETABLES

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Soup
EGG DROP SOUP

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Mai� course�
CRAB

SUSHI

Ingredient� Use�
BROCCOLI

SHRIMPS

TRAVEL

WHITE RICE

CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

EGG
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